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RR-130s is the OpenType font for rongorongo script of Rapa Nui (Easter Island). It includes
130 principal signs with their major calligraphic forms. This font is free for non-commercial
use, either personal or academic.1 For any other type of use, please contact the Publisher.2
The font is available from Rapanui Press: https://rapanuipress.com/producto/rongorongo-2/
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Historical overview

Rongorongo script was developed on Rapa Nui (Easter Island) and likely enjoyed several centuries of ample use. It
was carved on wooden tablets, staves, figurines and pectorals. The signs of the script represent stylized depictions
of human beings, objects of material culture, island flora and fauna, and abstract geometric motifs. Composite glyphs
were formed by affixing and fusions. The existence of the script went undetected by the European explorers of the
18th century, possibly due to a sacred prohibition related to it. The inscribed tablets were reported for the first time by
brother Eugène Eyraud, the first resident missionary who arrived to Rapa Nui in 1864. Rongorongo was saved from
an imminent oblivion by Tepano Jaussen, the Bishop of Tahiti. The best-quality monuments of Rapanui script were
collected in 1870. More tablets were acquired by the end of the 19th century; a few others eventually made their
way to museums. The extant rongorongo corpus consists of 27 inscribed objects. Some of these were physically
lost, but their texts survive in photographs or rubbings. General discussion about rongorongo script can be found in
the popular book by Andrew Robinson (2009: 219–243). Beautifully-illustrated analysis of the principal tablets was
published by Catherine and Michel Orliac (2008: 242–261). In-depth historical overview of rongorongo scholarship
and description of all inscribed objects can be found in the fundamental monograph by Steven Roger Fischer (1997).
The present font is based on an updated documentation and analysis of rongorongo corpus (Horley, 2021).
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Sign catalog of Thomas Barthel

Every writing system (depending on its type) uses a set of signs for representing words, syllables or letters. These
signs can be abstract or pictorial; the latter applies to rongorongo. Visual similarity is not enough for calling two
signs scribal variants of each other; meticulous analysis of parallel inscriptions should be performed, detecting
and analyzing different spelling variants of the same words. In this way, a proper sign catalog can be eventually
constructed. Despite a century-long research, the exact catalog of rongorongo signs is far from being established yet.
Several partial sign catalogs based on a few inscribed objects were published by the mid-20th century (Jaussen, 1893;
Piotrowski, 1925; Ross, 1940; Métraux, 1940; Kudryavtsev, 1949). The first complete sign catalog was compiled by
Thomas Barthel (1958: 40–41, Formentafeln 1–8), who assigned code numbers 1–799 to individual signs. In this
way, most frequent geometrical signs were provided with code numbers 1–99, rarer geometrical and floral signs were
represented with code numbers 100–199, anthropomorphic signs were assigned two code ranges 200–299 and
300–399, bird motifs with different head shapes were recorded as signs 400–499 and 600–699, anthropomorphic
signs with unusual head shapes occupied the code range 500–599 and stylized depictions of marine creatures were
assigned code range of 700–799. Every digit of sign number represented particular shape of sign’s body, head,
hands, feet, etc. Barthel’s codes for most frequent signs are easy to remember, but the sheer size of his catalog
requires a considerable memorization effort.
1 If
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Fig. 1 – Tentative character set for transcription of rongorongo texts
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Although the general Barthel’s idea is very elegant and promising, its practical implementation was complicated by
rich variety of rongorongo glyphs. As a result, many signs do not fit into the established system (Guy, 2006). Another
downside of such code assignment concerns a large number of empty slots allocated for signs with certain body /
head / hand combinations that never occur in the corpus. These unoccupied slots inflate the catalog: the improved
transliteration system developed by the Rongorongo Commission of the Centre d’Études sur l’Île de Pâques et la
Polynésie (C.E.I.P.P.) uses about 80% of the catalog table, 638 out of 799 slots. The original Barthel’s book has
slightly lower percentage of catalog filling. Several attempts of catalog revision were made during the past decades,
the most remarkable of which was published by Igor and Konstantin Pozdniakov (2007).
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Development of the character set

A different approach for construction of transcription scheme is suggested here, oriented on the list of 130 principal
rongorongo signs that were mapped to the letters and special symbols shared by the principal character encoding
standards based on the Latin alphabet (ANSI CP1252, ISO Latin 1, ISO Latin 9 and the first 255 characters of
the Unicode). The total of 130 characters is formed by two groups of characters with markedly different degree of
accessibility. The non-accented letters are present on all keyboards. The availability of accented letters depends
on regional keyboard and language settings used. At the same time, all accented characters can be entered with
Alt+[decimal character code], Ctrl+Shift+u [hexadecimal character code] or similar key combinations. This
accessibility difference suggests that non-accented characters should be used for most common rongorongo signs,
while accented characters should accommodate less frequent signs. As a result of such optimization, almost 90% of
signs appearing in the reduced corpus (pruned from copies of entire texts) are directly accessible from keyboard
(Fig. 1): about 60% of signs can be typed with a single key stroke and approximately 30% require pressing of the
Shift key. Uppercase letters were used, when possible, for the signs that look similar to those assigned to the
corresponding lowercase letters. Due to this input-oriented philosophy, the signs were grouped into categories
following keyboard letter sequence. Accented characters are not usually accessed with a single keystroke, so that
alphabetic order was used for them, grouping the signs accent-wise in accordance to their apparent categories:
acute accent “ ´ ” group containing anthropomorphic signs, grave accent “ ` ” group formed by the signs depicting
marine creatures, dieresis accent “ ¨ ” group for different flora-related signs and circumflex accent “ ˆ ” group filled
with geometrical signs. The remaining characters were assigned with rongorongo signs of very rare occurrence.
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Alphabetic sub-font and its use

The numbers and principal punctuation characters were not mapped to rongorongo signs in order to make the
font functional for numerical information output – for example, for printing the number of signs in some particular
inscription or occurrence frequency of a given sign in the rongorongo corpus. At the same time, it was considered
useful to avoid font switching in the case when other information should be provided, such as the references to
tablets on which some particular signs are found. According to the Barthel’s nomenclature, this information requires
uppercase and lowercase letters, which are already mapped to rongorongo signs. Luckily, OpenType standard
supports ligatures, permitting to use combinations of several characters for producing a different output character. In
this way, it was possible to design a plain font – with simple letter forms that can be clearly discernible even for small
font sizes – and add it to the current font. Thus, RR-130s in fact contains two fonts: one representing main scribal
variants of the principal rongorongo signs, accompanied with the alphabetic plain sub-font of reduced size for writing
comments or printing auxiliary data for rongorongo inscriptions.
The access to alphabetic sub-font is simple: please type the underscore character “ _ ” before any other character,
and, if your text editor has font ligatures enabled, the output will transform into a smaller-size symbol. The principal
character set of RR-130s is mono-spaced: all its characters has the same width. The same is true for alphabetic
subset, but its character width stands for one-quarter of the principal character width. That is, the font is designed in
a way that four small characters fit under every rongorongo sign, which is useful for printing Barthel’s sign code
and one auxiliary symbol such as full stop denoting joint writing or a hyphen denoting separate writing of the signs.
Please note that the spaces have different widths as well: one space of the principal character set “ ” is four times
wider than a space of the alphabetic sub-font “ _ ”. The characters of the sub-font are vertically-centered, as one
can see for the line reference “Gr7” appearing in front of a rongorongo text (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 – The principal rongorongo character set and the auxiliary alphabetic sub-set of smaller characters
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Additional control characters

Apart from enjoying rongorongo characters on computer screen or printed on paper, the present font can be used for
re-typing the texts of the tablets for their further study and analysis. For doing so, it is necessary to record additional
information about sign placement (subscript / superscript), mirroring, rotation, formation of ligatures and so on.
suffix:

*
/
+
%+
%&
ˆ
>
<
=
==
#
##
!
?

These functions are achieved with punctuation symbols.
The principal allographic forms can be distinguished with
“ * ”, “ / ” and combinations3 thereof (Fig. 3), for example, recording two basic shapes of the sign 34 (Fig. 4
Cr1). This solution is not universal, because some signs
have a large number of calligraphic forms. Subscript and
superscript signs are marked with “ - ” and “ + ” (Fig. 4
Ba10). The semicolon is placed between two stacked
signs or those forming a vertical ligature (Fig. 4 Ba9).
In this way, vertical ligatures can be transcribed in any
order, because positions of their constituent elements
are marked explicitly with “ - ” and “ + ”. For adopting a
generalized bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom reading sequence, all instances of “ : ” should be found, ordering
the neighboring components marked with suffixes “ - ”
and “ + ” as required. Vertical ligatures sometimes employ
sign rotation by 90°, which can be recorded with the suffix
“ & ” (Fig. 4 Av11 ). There are glyphs featuring a smallsize sign inscribed into a large-size sign. In the Barthel’s
catalog, these were assigned individual codes 148–156,
although their composite nature is apparent. According
to the parallel passages, at least some of them are supposed to be read in interior-to-exterior order. Therefore, a
visually-similar character “ @ ” is suggested for denoting
inscribed signs, interior @ exterior (Fig. 4 Tv9).

sign variant A
sign variant B
superscript placement
subscript placement
(elbow) upper adorning element
(elbow) lower adorning element
sign rotated 90 degrees
sign flipped vertically
sign flipped horizontally
sign facing in the opposite direction
sign with hairs / feathers
hairs / feathers on both sides
sign with hatching
sign with cross-hatching
uncertain sign identification
unidentified sign

infix:

:
@
...

glyph separator (space)
vertical ligature
inscribed signs, interior @ exterior
damaged text

prefix:

\

stanza breaks (texts I, Tv and Gv)

If future studies will reveal that the opposite reading order should be implemented, the update can be made by
searching for all instances of “ @ ” and swapping the neighboring signs around. Barthel’s transcription employed
suffixes x and y to denote vertical and horizontal sign flipping. Two angular characters “ > ” and “ ˆ ” are proposed
for marking horizontal and vertical sign flipping in the present transcription system (Fig. 4 Av12 , Av13 ). Rongorongo
3 Some software configurations do not permit ligatures involving non-alphabetic characters with codes under 128, including “ * ”, “ / ” and
“ _ ”. These symbols were chosen for control character function namely because they are directly accessible on all keyboards. The characters
with codes above 128 seem to be free from this limitation, so that for wider compatibility of the font RR-130s, the ligaturing function was duplicated
with an acute accent “ ´ ” (repeating the function of “ * ”), dieresis accent “ ¨ ” (repeating the function of “ / ”), and macron “ ¯ ” (repeating the
function of “ _ ”). These characters are usually accessible on keyboards set up with layouts corresponding to the languages employing accented
characters. The decimal Unicode values for these auxiliary characters are: 0180 (“ ´ ”), 0168 (“ ¨ ”) and 0175 (“ ¯ ”).
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Fig. 3 – Principal allographic forms produced with combination of control characters “ * ” and “ / ”. To display allographic
forms properly, please ensure that font ligatures are enabled in the text editor that you are using
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Fig. 4 – Examples of control character use for transcription of rongorongo glyphs

signs with non-symmetric heads (300–499, 530–539, 600–678) usually look to the right, following the direction of
reader’s eye motion. Signs 520–529 mostly look in reverse, if one interprets the rounded appendage on their heads
as a depiction of an eye. However, on some occasions this general pattern is not obeyed: the head of a sign is
mirrored, while its body does not (for example, signs 320–326 show a leg outstretched to the right as a default
configuration). Such uncommon sign orientation may be meaningful; it was suggested to use the suffix “ < ” (visually
resembling a nose / face turned to the left) for recording this information (Fig. 4 Da2). In the latter example, Barthel’s
transcription 306y creates certain confusion, because it implies that the entire sign is flipped horizontally, i.e. its
hand should appear on the left. In reality, only sign’s head looks in the opposite direction; the new transcription
makes this point clear. The instances of horizontal sign flipping and head turning may co-occur (Fig. 4 Pv9).
The characters “ = ” and “ # ”, visually similar to hairs / feathers and hatching, are suggested to be used as suffixes
denoting these characteristics. Feathers are usually added to one side of the sign (Fig. 4 Rv5); the rare cases of
two-side feather application can be marked with a double suffix “ == ” (Fig. 4 Sr7). To avoid confusion, it is also
recommended to use “ == ” for denoting addition of feathers to both sides of the signs that have feathers by default
(Fig. 4 Cr5), using notation “ M== ” instead of “ M= ”, which may invoke single-side feather attachment. Hatching
and cross-hatching can be also resolved by single and double suffixes “ # ” and “ ## ”, respectively (Fig. 4 Sv7,
Ia5). The difference between the suffixes “ ! ” and “ ? ” concerns the cases when sign identification is possible (but
dubious) or not possible at all (Fig. 4 Rr3, Ia14). The tentative number of elements in a dubious ligature can be
recorded with the corresponding number of question marks. Three full stops “ ... ” are suggested for denoting
the damaged part of inscription. It is important to use them for marking beginning / ending of the lines located at
trimmed / broken extremities of the tablet (Fig. 4 Rr3). The backward slash is proposed for denoting stanza divisions
on the Santiago staff and similar inscriptions (Tv, Gv). The low-level inscription structure is formed with the phallic
suffix 76, usually attached to the right side of the stanza’s first glyph. However, when the latter glyph is composite, it
may be quite difficult to decide to which element this suffix should be added in transcription. On the other hand, it is
perfectly clear which glyph is marked, so that prefix “ \ ” can be employed to record this information (Fig. 4 Ia101 ).
In a similar way, prefix “ \ ” can be used to mark stanzas starting with an isolated phallic sign 76 (Fig. 4 Ia102 ).
Example transcriptions (with different numbers of auxiliary characters retained) are provided in Figure 5. As one
can see from the figure, not less than 10 glyphs out of 52 (19%) pose transcription problems, some minute, others
considerable. There is no way of recording the presence of eyes in bird signs; although hatched sign 109 can
be rendered with “ Õ# ”, this encoding assumes the presence of a hairline hanger that does not appear in the
actual inscription. The very next anthropomorphic sign lacks both ears, which is not obvious from transcription.
Two reimiro signs in the first sub-line have lozenge-shaped adornments, which are not recorded. In the second
sub-line of Figure 5, there are two signs featuring an open-beak bird’s head set on a human body. Although they
likely represent allographs of sign 300, the transcription “ a* ” is not sufficiently detailed. In the third sub-line there is
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Fig. 5 – Transcription examples for rongorongo text. Problematic cases are underlined. The same text is rendered with
suffixes preserving principal allographs; below, a simple sign-to-character transcription is provided

again a problem of recording human’s head with no ears (but having hairs instead); two final fish glyphs with internal
cavity were interpreted as merging of two signs resulting in ABAB pattern “ nã nã ”. If these signs are stacked (and
thus could be potentially read either bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom), transcription “ n-:ã+ n-:ã+ ” should be used
instead. Therefore, although the major part of transcription illustrated in Figure 5 looks acceptable, some points
are questionable right from the onset, suggesting that both present font and transcription system should be further
improved for obtaining better results in representation of the actual rongorongo texts.

Nice typing experience!
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DISCLAIMER
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